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Context: Academic oral skills course, ENG210 in CMS program at SFSU   
Needs: Formal speaking & presentation skills for academic & professional contexts 
Problem: Motivating students in an oral presentation course can be challenging 

 Speaking in front of groups intimidating for most (in native language) 
 Even without being graded, presenting is scary! (But they are graded!) 

 
 Deci & Ryan (1985,) Dickinson (1995,) Dörnyei & Czisér (1998):    
               Autonomy -> Motivation 

 
 Littlewood (1996,) Spratt, Humphries & Chan (2002) and Chen (2008):  
         Self-Efficacy ゅaka ╉confidence╊ょ -> Motivation -> Autonomy 

 
Solution: Build Students╆ Sense of Self-Efficacy, which will then Foster Motivation: 

 Build them UP by offering fun ╉confidence-building╊ theater exercises,  (Dale & Wolf, 2006) 
 Break DOWN the criteria for a successful presentation into steps: 

  a. Collaborate with Ss on developing criteria for a successful presentation 
  b. Let them identify their own learning goals  
  c. Provide feedback, guidance, and support to achieve those goals 

 

Advantages of Self-Assessment  

 

For Students: 
 Raised level of awareness 
 Distinctions between competence and performance facilitated 
 Improved goal-orientation 
 Beneficial post-course effects 

 

For Teachers: 
 Expansion of range of assessment 
 Shared assessment burden 

 

Advantages of Collaborative Assessment 

 
 ╉Pedagogical dialogue╊ ゅLittle, 1995) fosters improvement and self-determination 

(Fetterman, Kaftarian, & Wandersman, 1996)  
 Extended contact time facilitates needs assessment, formative assessment 
 Rapport between Teacher and Student can be positively impacted  
 ╉Neutralizing╊ effect of teacher rating on student self-rating (Chen, 2008) 

 

Implementing Video Self-Assessment 
 

1. Videotaping  

2. Self-Assessment  



3. Student/Teacher Conferences 

4. Repeat! 

 

1. Videotaping: 

 I. Equipment 
 Problem:  

 Dealing with reserving equipment, hauling it to and from classroom 
 Solution:  

 Small, tote-able, cheap, efficient cameras and equipment you can own, and carry in a 
backpack (listed below) 

 
 II. Sharing 

          Problem: 

  Many Academic Technology File-Sharing Options are User-Unfriendly 

  Hours spent converting video files into share-friendly formats 
 Solution: 

   Camera that records in Youtube/Vimeo-ready formats ‒ no converting required! 

   Easy to create YouTube or Vimeo account, upload videos, send links for privacy 
 

2. Self-Assessment Worksheet:   
 focuses the viewer on the discrete features of their own oral performance 
 breaks down steps to improvement 
 offers evaluative comments, from which they can choose, designed to encourage 

acknowledgement of successes, foster personal investment in improvement  

 

3. Student/Teacher Conferences: 
 S lists performance strengths and weaknesses/T responds, gives feedback 
 S names learning goals/T responds, gives feedback 
 T gives feedback on speech content (structure, transitions, supporting points, etc.) 

 S creates Action Plan with T support 

 

4.  Repeat! 

 2nd round of Self- Assessment Activity allows Ss to: 
 monitor progress on goals 

 get more feedback from T 

 revise goals 

 practice self-assessment  

 Allows Ts to: 
 offer individual support and guidance 

 continue formative assessment 

 continue rapport-building 

 

Results: 

From Post-Piloting Questionnaire: 
Viewing video raised awareness, worksheet clarified performance criteria  

 

From Teacher: 



The VSA Activity helped students:  
 understand performance criteria, identify goals, monitor progress, feel supported 

and helped her:  
 assess individual needs, monitor progress, develop rapport  

 

From My Own Observations: 
 For the already highly motivated students: increased motivation  
 For the unmotivated students: no apparent increase in motivation  
 Numerical rating system on worksheet (3, 2, 1) prompted grading anxiety for some  

 

Recommendations 

 

Use ╉start doing【stop doing【stay doing╊ rating system to alleviate grading anxiety 

 

Enhance the quality of self-assessment by starting with whole-class assessment training 

(Chen, 2008) 
 
Videotaping Resources: 

Kodak Playsport Zx3 ~ $150, tiny but powerful (or any camera which records in H.264 
(MOV) format 
Small tripod $15-$25 
Memory Card ~ $30  (to use if you╆re sharing camera┸ doesn╆t need to be replacedょ 
All equipment fits easily into backpack or tote bag!  
EASY Video Sharing: YouTube lets you create account┸ upload video┸ then click on ╉edit info╊ and choose ╉unlisted╊ option to send links to Ss of their videos, to protect privacy  
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Self-Evaluation Sheet for Oral Presentation #1 Name: ________________________ 
 
INTERVIEW REPORT    Date: _________________________ 
 
Assign a number to each aspect of your presentation in the box.  You can comment on each item 
on the line provided, or in the “Additional Comments” section, if you wish. 
 
3 I did really well 
2 I did ok, but I’d like to improve this 
1 I need a lot of work on this 
 
  My body language and use of gestures were effective__________________________ 
 
  I maintained good eye contact____________________________________________ 
 
  I used notes instead of reading or memorization______________________________ 
 
  My language sounded natural and fluent____________________________________ 
 
  I projected my voice effectively___________________________________________ 
 
  My rate of speech was appropriate_________________________________________ 
 
  My pronunciation was clear______________________________________________ 
 
  I showed enthusiasm for my subject________________________________________ 
 
Additional Comments: ____________________________________________________ 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
These are the things about my performance I feel best about (name 1-3):  
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
These are my goals for next time (name 1-3):  
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
This is my Action Plan: (Fill this out with your teacher in the conference) 
 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 



________________________________________________________________________ 


